Central Transport is the easy choice for handling your cross-border LTL shipments. With over 50 years experience and a customs brokerage partner, we can offer the convenience of a single source to handle all the components of cross-border shipping. One phone call, one tracking number, one invoice.

- Fast, efficient, and secure transportation
- Competitive transit times
- Expedited border crossing times with electronic transmission of Customs documents
- Strategic alliances with premier Canada-wide carriers
- Convenience of a single source to handle all components of cross-border shipping

• Seamless coverage along the 401 corridor
• Multiple border crossing locations across the country
• Customs brokerage partner
• Over 50 years cross-border experience
• Service Centers in key Canadian markets

It's always best practice to verify all documents and review regulations prior to shipping to avoid potential delays.

The Shipper must provide these documents for all cross-border shipments
- Bill of Lading
- Commercial Invoice for Shipments
- Customs Invoice (with Country of Origin)
- The Customs Broker must be stated on BOL or Customs Invoice

These documents must include:
- Shipper's information
- Consignee’s information
- Description and value of the freight
- NAFTA Certificate, if available
- Packing Slip
- Customs Broker must be stated on BOL or Customs Invoice

Find everything you need for international shipping at www.centraltransport.com